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CHEMISTRY 1120 (4:12) – PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY II – Spring 2014 

Sections C 

Professors Claudio J. Margulis and Travis Owen 

Lecture Times: MWF: 8:30 AM-9:20 AM, W151 PBB  
 

Professor Claudio J. Margulis Travis Owen 

Office 118 IATL W315 CB 

Phone 319-335-0615 319-335-2717 

Email chem-4012@uiowa.edu   travis-owen@uiowa.edu   

Office Hrs 

(or by appt) 

M 3:30-5:00 PM 

Th 3:30-5:00 PM 

M 12:30-2:00 PM 

Th 1:00-2:30 PM 

 

Course Objectives 

Principles of Chemistry II is a General Education-approved course in the natural sciences.   It is the 
second semester of a two-semester course sequence (CHEM 1110/ 1120) that provides students with a 
broad  overview of the Chemical Sciences and its relevance to contemporary society.  Through 
participation in course activities, each student will improve her/ his knowledge of chemistry  and the 
scientific method , strengthen problem-solving skills, learn to communicate in a scientific manner, and 
gain laboratory experience (Chemistry is first and  foremost an experimental science) that are relevant to 
scientific and medical careers, other areas with scientific aspects (e.g., engineerin g, patent law, 
environmental policy), and  being an informed citizen.   

Course Content and Prerequisites 

Content: properties of solutions; chemical kinetics; nuclear chemistry; acid / base and aqueous equilibria; 
thermodynamics; electrochemistry; chemistry of main group and transition metal elements; organic, 
polymer, and  biological chemistries; environmental chemistry . 
Prerequisite: CHEM:1110 (4:11), Principles of Chemistry I (or its equivalent). 

Course Structure and Instructors 
Chemistry 1120/ 4:12 has five components with d ifferent instructors and scheduling.  Attendance is 
necessary at all five components to maximize your educational experience.  The instructors recommend 
that students consistently devote ≥ 8 hours /  week to out -of-class studying (reading book chapters, 
reviewing class notes and case study handouts) and  problem -solving (4 s.h. x 2 out-of-class hour/ s.h.). 

(1) Lecture – Prof. Claudio J. Margulis 

(2) Discussion Section - Prof. Claudio J. Margulis and  a graduate student teaching assistant (TA) 

(3) Case Study - Prof. Travis Owen 

(4) Laboratory - Prof. Travis Owen and a graduate student TA 

(5) Exams - Profs. Amy Strathman (Lectures A&B), Travis Owen, and Claudio J. Margulis 

Course Materials 

Chemistry: The Central Science, 12
th
 edition, by T.L. Brown, H. E. LeMay,  

B. E. Burnsten, C. J. Murphy, P. M. Woodward  (Pearson/ Prentice Hall, 2012) (required textbook) 
Mastering Chemistry Access Card/Code (required software) 
Lab Notebook (w  / carbonless copy pages) and laboratory safety goggles  (required) 
Case Study / Lab Manual will be posted  on ICON.  (required) 
Solutions to Exercises, for Chemistry: The Central Science 12

th
 ed, by R. Wilson   (optional) 

Course Website 

Chemistry 1120, Iowa Courses Online (ICON) website URL = http:/ / icon.uiowa.edu/ .  Use your 
Hawk ID and Hawk ID password  to log in to ICON.  This website includes a link to the Mastering 
Chemistry (e-homework) website.  Lecture notes, practice exams, course announcements, exam 
announcements and room assignments, exam keys, and  other info will be posted  on ICON, so the 
instructors encourage you to check ICON frequently. 

  

mailto:chem-4012@uiowa.edu
mailto:travis-owen@uiowa.edu
http://icon.uiowa.edu/
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Online Homework 

MasteringChemistry (MC) is the web-based  homework system  that we will use this semester. 12% of your 

course grade will be based  on your MC scores. Each of the 11 chapters has three MC assignments: a 

practice assignment, a quiz, and  an adaptive learning assignment. The practice assignment has hints, 

tutorial questions, and offers unlimited  attempts. The qu iz is timed, allows one attempt per question, and 

provides no hints. The personalized  adaptive learning assignment is based  on your performance on the 

quiz. The maximum score you  can earn for a MC chapter is 12 points. Each chapter has exercises whose 

values total 15 points, 5 for the practice assignment, 5 for the quiz, and  5 for the follow -up assignment, so 

you can have up to 3 points deducted  per chapter and  still get the maximum score. The assignment with 

the lowest score out of the 11 total assignments will be dropped, so the maximum score is 120 points for 

10 assignments.  

Our Mastering Chemistry Course ID  is MARGULIS03338 

Discussion Section 

Discussion sections DO NOT meet the first week of classes (January 21-24).  The first Discussion 
meetings will start the week of Jan 27

th
.  Discussion sections of 28 students are a very helpful, more 

personal complement to lectures.  These sessions provide students with the opportunity to ask questions 
and gain problem-solving experience.  Graduate teaching assistants will also facilitate learning by 
highlighting key course concepts and efficient problem -solving strategies.  Attendance and participation 
is highly encouraged throughout the entire semester.  Up to three points per meeting are awarded for 
participation in discussion activities, up to a maximum of 30 points for the semester. For d iscussion 
section meeting times and room assignments, please visit the ISIS website:  http:/ / isis.uiowa.edu/ . 

Case Study / Laboratory 

Activities: Activities for credit are conducted  during Case Study and Laboratory periods.  A Case Study 
is paired  with each lab experiment and meets the week before each experiment.   Case Study/ Lab 
sections DO meet the first week of classes (check schedule below ).  For meeting times and room 
assignments, see your class schedule on ISIS. 

Safety:   Students must always comply with laboratory safety rules for their personal safety and the 
safety of other students and instructors.  Students must complete lab safety training and pass a quiz 
before they will be allowed to perform experiments.  If a student fails to comply with safety rules, the 
student will be asked to leave the laboratory and their grade will be lowered .   

Pregnancy:  Many chemicals pose potential hazards to a fetus or young child .  Women who are pr egnant, 
nursing, or who expect to become pregnant are strongly advised  to consult with their physician about 
the hazards of possible exposure to chemicals used  in this course.  Material safety data sheets (MSDS) 
and other safety information is available. 

TA Office Hours 

Discussion and Laboratory section teaching assistants have scheduled office hours in the Resource  
Center, Room E208 CB (on east side of build ing, 2

nd
 floor).  TA office hours are Monday-Thursday 8:30 

AM - 6:30 PM and Fridays 9:30 AM - 3:30 PM.  TAs for chemistry courses other than Chem 4:12 may also 
be able to assist you. 

Course Administration 

Go to the Chemistry Center, Room E225 CB, for drop/add signatures, section changes, make-up exam 
request forms, make-up laboratory requests (first complete online ICON form), alternate textbooks, and 
tutor lists.  Hours are Monday-Thursday, 8:00 AM-12:00 PM & 1:00-5:00 PM and Friday, 8:00 AM-12:00 
PM & 12:30-4:30 PM.  The Chemistry Center Manager is Jessica Alberhasky (335-1341, jessica-
alberhasky@uiowa.edu). 

Accommodations for Disabilities  
Students seeking academic accommodations (i.e. modification of seating, testing, or other course 
arrangements) should  first register with Student Disability Services (3015 Burge Hall) and  meet with a 
counselor in that office who reviews documentation and determines eligibility for services.  Students 
approved for accommodations then are required  to notify the Chemistry Center, E225 CB.  Of course, 
students may always arrange to meet privately with course instructors.  Visit Student Disability Services 
at http:/ / www.uiowa.edu/ ~sds/ .   

 

 

http://isis.uiowa.edu/
http://www.uiowa.edu/~sds/
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CLAS Recommended Grade 

Distribution for Introductory Courses  

Grade % of Class 

A 15 

B 34 

C 40 

D 8 

F 3 

 

Average GPA = 2.5 out 4.0 

Grading 

Grades are based  on three 1.5-hour unit exams, a 2-hour final 

exam, e-homework, Case Study/ Laboratory assignments, and 

Discussion Section participation.   Plus & minus grades will be 

assigned . 

3 Unit Exams     = 450 points 

Final Exam     = 200 points 

Case Study, Lab Experiments   = 200 points 

Mastering Chemistry Homework = 120 points 

Discussion Participation     =   30 points 

Total     =         1000 points 

 
Laboratory Component Requirements and Make-Up Information  

A passing grade in Principles of Chemistry II (004:012) requires successful completion of Case 
Study/ Laboratory.  This means: (i) you must receive at least 50% of the Case Study/ Laboratory points, 
and  (ii) you must complete at least 5 of 6 laboratory experiments and reports (all 6 lab activities will still 
count toward  your final grade).  If a Laboratory is missed , a “Laboratory Make-Up Request Form” 
(found in the Laboratory section of the ICON course website) must be submitted  on ICON.  A point 
penalty will be applied  to excuses not within categories officially recognized  by the University (illness, 
family emergency, etc.).  The electronic make-up request form can be found in the Laboratory section of 
the ICON course website and  should  be submitted  within one week of the absence.  If you have an out-
of-class exam for another course that is in conflict with your lab time, your scheduled lab takes 
precedence and you will need  to request a makeup exam with your other course.     
 
Make-up laboratories will be held May 5-8.  It may also be possible to schedule a make-up lab with a 
d ifferent section while the same experiment is being performed , however, this is not guaranteed .  For 
safety reasons, the submitted  Laboratory Make-up Request Form must be approved  in an email response 
from the Chemistry Center prior to attending a laboratory section other than your registered  section.  A 
course grade of incomplete may be assigned if it is impractical to make up more than one excused  
laboratory absence.  If a Case Study is missed due to a qualifying excuse, immediately email Prof. Owen 
d irectly to inquire about make-up possibilities.   
 

Examinations 

Three 1.5-hour unit exams and a 2-hour cumulative final 
exam, all closed  book/ notes, will include Lecture and 
Case Study/ Laboratory (CS/ Lab) questions.  The 
multiple-choice exams are graded on the number of 
correct answers, with no penalty for guessing.  Students 
should  bring two #2 pencils with erasers, their University 
ID, and a basic calculator to each exam.  Graphing 
calculators, programmable calculators, or data 
transmitting devices (e.g., PDA, laptop, cell phone) will not be allowed at the exams.  Room assignm ents 
will be announced in class and listed  on the ICON 4:12 website.  Out of fairness to other students, exams 
cannot be re-scheduled  to accommodate personal holiday or other travel plans.  Since the Registrar has 
not yet set the spring Final Exam schedule, do not make plans to leave campus before the last exam 
period  of the last day of final exam week, May 16. 

Exam #1: Thursday, February 20, 8:45 - 10:15 PM - Chapters 13, 14 & 21; safety, CS/ Lab 7. 

Exam #2: Thursday, April 3, 8:45 - 10:15 PM - Chapters 16, 17, 22 & 23; CS/ Lab 8 and CS/ Lab 9. 

Exam #3: Thursday, May 1, 8:45 - 10:15 PM - Chapters 19, 20, & 24; CS/ Lab 10 and CS/ Lab 11. 

Comprehensive Final: Time and location will be announced in class and posted on ICON  –all 

lecture, CS, and Lab topics 

Review sessions may be scheduled  prior to the exams, with dates and times to be announced.   
  

 Lecture 

Questions 

CS/ Lab 

Questions 

Total 

Exam #1 27 3 30 

Exam #2 27 3 30 

Exam #3 27 3 30 

Final 36 4 40 
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Make-Up Examinations 

If an examination is missed  because of illness, family emergency, or other University -sanctioned reason, 
an “Examination Make-Up Request Form” along with written documentation must be submitted  to the 
Chemistry Center within 5 days after the missed  exam to qualify for a make-up examination. Make-up 
exams are comparable to unit exams given to the class, but you will not be able to keep your exam, 
though you can review it in an instructor’s office and you will have access to the unit exam questions 
given to the entire class.  Make-up exams are scheduled  for the following days:  

Make-up Exam #1: Friday, February 28, 6:30 - 8:00 PM, W290 CB 

Make-up Exam #2: Friday, April 11, 6:30 - 8:00 PM, W290 CB 

Make-up Exam #3: Friday, May 9, 6:30 - 8:00 PM, W290 CB 

Final Exam Conflicts 

An undergraduate student who has (i) two final examinations scheduled  for the same period  or (ii) more 
than three final exams scheduled  for the same day may file a request for a change of schedule before the 
published deadline at the Registrar's Service Center, 17 Calvin Hall, 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM M-F, (384- 4300). 

Complaints 

Students with a suggestion or complaint regarding this course (e.g. its instructors, TAs, lectures, or 
exams) should  first visit with the instructor(s), and  then file complaints with the Departmental Executive 
Officer at the Department of Chemistry administrative offices, Room E331 CB (335-1350).  Complaints 
must be made within six months of the incident (CLAS Academic Policies Handbook). 

Expectations 
Academic Misconduct: The College of Liberal Arts & Sciences academic misconduct policy is available in 
the CLAS Academic Policies Handbook (http:/ / clas.uiowa.edu/ students/ handbook ).  Academic 
misconduct may result in a grade reduction and/ or other serious penalties, up to and possibly including 
expulsion from the University of Iowa. 
 
Each of the items below describes the instructors’ expectations on collaborative work.  If you have any 
questions or are unclear about the following descriptions, you must contact your professors.  
 Examinations:  Cheating will not be tolerated .  You are expected  to work alone.  To ensure fairness for 

all students, the instructors may employ sophisticated  statistical software to examine answer sheets and 
identify copying on exams.  Please help to maintain the integrity of the course.  If you see cheating, 
please report it to an instructor or a proctor.   

 MasteringChemistry (homework):  You must complete your own MasteringChemistry homework.  For 
your ultimate benefit in terms of exam performance, we encourage you to d iscuss problem -solving 
strategies in groups, but questions must be answered  individually.  TAs and faculty office hours are 
some of the resources that are available to help you gain an understanding of the assigned problems.   

 Case Study/ Laboratory:  Attendance in Case Study and Laboratory is required (see the Laboratory 
Component Requirements section) to earn credit on assignments.  Data collection is typically a group 
activity.  All data is expected  to be collected  in the Case Study and Laboratory.  Use of data not collected  
by the author of the report in the current semester, use of data not acquired  during the Case Study and 
lab period , and/ or use of fabricated  data constitute serious academic misconduct.  We encourage you to 
d iscuss Case Study, pre-lab, and  laboratory questions in groups, but questions must be answered 
individually. 
 

Honors Designation 

Enrollment in section C does not guarantee honors status. Instead , Honors-eligible students (i.e. students 
currently in the University Honors Program) will have the option of earning Honors cr edit for the course 
with the completion of a series of extra activities around the theme of undergraduate research.  The 
requirements and details of the activities will be specified by early February , but will, in part, require 
student attendance to several lectures that will be held  during the usual lecture times on the Fridays 
following each of the unit exams.   

 

 

http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook
http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook
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College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: Policies and Procedures  

Administrative Home  
The College of Liberal Arts and  Sciences is the administrative home of this course and governs matters such 
as the add/ drop deadlines, the second -grade-only option, and  other related  issues. Different colleges may 
have d ifferent policies. Questions may be addressed  to 120 Schaeffer Hall, or see the CLAS Academic 
Policies Handbook at http:/ / clas.uiowa.edu/ students/ handbook. 

Electronic Communication  
University policy specifies that students are responsible for all official correspondences sent to their 
University of Iowa e-mail address (@uiowa.edu).  Faculty and students should  use this account for 
correspondences. (Operations Manual, III.15.2. Scroll down to k.11.)  The course instructors and TAs will 
typically respond to student e-mails within two working days. 

Academic Honesty 
All CLAS students or students taking classes offered  by CLAS have, in essence, agreed  to the College's 
Code of Academic Honesty: "I pledge to do my own academic work and to excel to the best of my abilities, 
uphold ing the IOWA Challenge. I promise not to lie about my academic work, to cheat, or to steal the 
words or ideas of others; nor will I help fellow students to violate the Code of Academic Honesty." Any 
student committing academic misconduct is reported  to the College and placed  on d isciplinary probation or 
may be suspended or expelled  (CLAS Academic Policies Handbook).  

Student Classroom Behavior 

The ability to learn is lessened when students engage in inappropriate classroom behavior, d istracting 
others; such behaviors are a violation of the Code of Student Life.  When disruptive activity occurs, an 
instructor has the authority to determine classroom seating patterns and to request that a student exit the 
classroom, laboratory, or other instructional area immediately for the remainder of the period .  One -day 
suspensions are reported  to Departmental, Collegiate, and Student Services personnel (Office of the Vice 
President for Student Services and Dean of Students). 

CLAS Final Examination Policies 
The final examination schedule for each class is announced by the Registrar generally by the fifth week of 
classes. Final exams are offered  only during the official final examination period . No exams of any kind are 
allowed during the last week of classes. All students should  plan on being at the UI through the final 
examination period . Once the Registrar has announced the date, time, and  location of each final exam, the 
complete schedule will be published  on the Registrar's web site and  will be shared  with instruct ors and 
students. It is the student's responsibility to know the date, time, and  place of a final exam. 

Understanding Sexual Harassment 
Sexual harassment subverts the mission of the University and threatens the well -being of students, faculty, 
and  staff. All members of the UI community have a responsibility to uphold  this mission and to contribute 
to a safe environment that enhances learning. Incidents of sexual harassment should  be reported 
immediately. See the UI Comprehensive Guide on Sexual Harassment for assistance, definitions, and  the 
full University policy.  

Reacting Safely to Severe Weather 
In severe weather, class members should  seek appropriate shelter immediately, leaving the classroom if 
necessary. The class will continue if possible when the event is over. For more information on Hawk Alert 
and  the siren warning system, visit the Department of Public Safety website. 

Additional Instructional and Tutoring Resources for Students 

Chemistry Department Tutoring Information:  http:/ / www.chem.uiowa.edu/ undergraduate/ for-current-
students/ tutoring  

Tutor Iowa:  http:/ / tutor.uiowa.edu  

College of Engineering Tutoring Program : http:/ / www.engineering.uiowa.edu/ ess/ current-
students/ academic-support/ tutors 

http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook
http://www.uiowa.edu/~our/opmanual/iii/15.htm#152
http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook/academic-fraud-honor-code
http://thechallenge.uiowa.edu/
http://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook
http://www.uiowa.edu/~vpss/policies/ii/a.shtml#main
http://www.uiowa.edu/~vpss/welcome/index.html
http://www.sexualharassment.uiowa.edu/
http://police.uiowa.edu/stay-informed/emergency-communication/
http://www.chem.uiowa.edu/undergraduate/for-current-students/tutoring
http://www.chem.uiowa.edu/undergraduate/for-current-students/tutoring
http://tutor.uiowa.edu/
http://www.engineering.uiowa.edu/ess/current-students/academic-support/tutors
http://www.engineering.uiowa.edu/ess/current-students/academic-support/tutors
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Supplemental Instruction through University College: http:/ / uc.uiowa.edu/ swat/ supplemental-
instruction-si  

Tutoring for Student Athletes:  
http:/ / www.uiowa.edu/ ~athlss/ current%20students/ academics/ Tutoring/ tutoring.htm  

University Housing Tutoring, 335-3700: http:/ / housing.uiowa.edu/ tutoring 

Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) Tutoring:  
http:/ / www.uiowa.edu/ ~wise/ Undergrad/ Tutoring.h tml  

 

 

http://uc.uiowa.edu/swat/supplemental-instruction-si
http://uc.uiowa.edu/swat/supplemental-instruction-si
http://www.uiowa.edu/~athlss/current%20students/academics/Tutoring/tutoring.htm
http://housing.uiowa.edu/
http://www.uiowa.edu/~wise/Undergrad/Tutoring.html
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Case Study and Laboratory Weekly Schedule 

Please check your ISIS schedule carefully and attend  the appropriate section as summarized  in the table 
below.  Case study sections meet in the Chemistry Build ing (CB) in room W128 depending on the section 
meeting time.  All laboratories meet in the Chemistry Build ing according to your ISIS schedule.  

Dates 300- Numbered Sections 

(Lab 325, 335, … 345,
 
…) 

400- Numbered Sections 

(Lab 424, 425, … 444,
 
…) 

Jan. 21 - 23 Tues, Wed, Thurs:  Policies & Sign-in  

Attend Case Study 

 Tues & Thurs AM sections at 11:00 AM 

 Tues & Thurs PM sections at 3:30 PM 

 Wed PM sections at 3:00 PM 

 

Tues, Wed, Thurs:  Policies & Sign-in  

Attend Case Study at special t ime  

 Tues & Thurs AM sections at 11:40 AM 

 Tues & Thurs PM sections at 4:10 PM 

 Wed PM sections at 3:40 PM 

 

Jan. 27 Monday sect ions only: 

     See schedule below  

Monday sect ions only: 

     See schedule below  

Jan. 28 - 30 Tues, Wed, Thurs:  Safety quiz in lab  

  Tues & Thurs AM sections at 9:30 AM in lab  

  Tues & Thurs PM sections at 2:00 PM in lab 

  Wed PM sections at 2:30 PM in lab  

Topic 7 Case Stud y (Polymers) at scheduled  

CS time and  location  

Tues, Wed, Thurs: Safety qu iz in lab  

 Tues & Thurs AM sections at 11:00 AM in lab 

 Tues & Thurs PM sections at 3:30 PM in lab 

 Wed PM sections at 3:00 PM in lab 

 

Feb. 3 - 6 Topic 7 Experiment (Polymers) Topic 7 Case Stud y (Polymers) 

Feb. 10 - 13 Topic 8 Case Stud y (Kinetics) Topic 7 Experiment (Polymers) 

Feb. 17 - 20 Topic 8 Experiment (Kinetics) Topic 8 Case Stud y (Kinetics) 

Feb. 24 - 27 Topic 9 Case Stud y (Acids & Bases) Topic 8 Experiment (Kinetics) 

Mar. 3 - 6 Topic 9 Experiment (Acids & Bases) Topic 9 Case Stud y (Acids & Bases) 

Mar. 10 -13 Topic 10 Case Study (Hemoglobin) Topic 9 Experiment (Acids & Bases) 

Mar. 17 - 21 Spring Break Spring Break 

Mar. 24 - 27 Topic 10 Experiment (Hemoglobin) Topic 10 Case Study (Hemoglobin) 

Mar. 31- Apr. 3 Topic 11 Case Study (Coord . Compounds) Topic 10 Experiment (Hemoglobin) 

Apr. 7 - 10 Topic 11 Experiment (Coord . Compounds) Topic 11 Case Study (Coord . Compounds) 

Apr. 14 – 17 Topic 12 Case Study (Electrochemistry) Topic 11 Experiment (Coord . Compounds) 

Apr. 21 - 24 Topic 12 Experiment (Electrochemistry) Topic 12 Case Study (Electrochemistry) 

Apr. 28 - May 1 No Meeting Topic 12 Experiment (Electrochemistry) 

May 5 - 8 Makeup Labs Only  Makeup Labs Only  

 
 
For Monday Lab Sections Only 

Due to the Dr. Martin Luther King holiday prior to the start of the semester, Monday sections will follow 
the schedule below: 

Date Lab Section 324 & 325 Only   Lab Sections 424 & 425 Only 

Jan. 20 
Martin Luther King holiday 

No Class 

Martin Luther King holiday 

No Class 

Jan. 27 

At 2:30 PM, go to W128 CB for Sign-In, 

Policies, and   Safety Quiz 

 

At 3:00 PM, attend  Case Study (W128 CB) for 

Topic 7 Case Stud y 

 At 2:30 PM, go to W128 CB for Sign-In and  

Policies  

 

 At 3:00 PM, attend  Lab for Safety Quiz  
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Tentat ive Lecture, MasteringChemistry (MC) & Examination Schedules  

Date Da Lectures & Exams MC MC Due Date 

Jan. 22 W Course Overview;  Chapter 13- Properties of Solutions   

24 F Chapter 13    

27 M Chapter 13   

29 W Chapter 13   

31 F Chapter 14 – Chemical Kinetics Chapter 13 Jan. 31, 11:59 PM 

 Feb. 3 M Chapter 14   

5 W Chapter 14   

7 F Chapter 14   

10 M Chapter 21- Nuclear Chemistry Chapter 14 Feb. 10, 11:59 PM 

12 W Chapter 21   

14 F Chapter 21   

17 M Chapter 16- Acid-Base Equilibria Chapter 21 Feb. 17, 11:59 PM 

19 W Chapter 16   

20 Th Exam #1 – Chapters 13, 14, 21 & CS/Lab, 8:45-10:15 PM   

21 F NO LECTURE   

24 M Chapter 16   

26 W Chapter 17-Aqueous Equilibria Chapter 16 Feb. 26, 11:59 PM 

28 F Chapter 17    

28 F Make-Up Exam #1 – 6:30-8:00 PM, W290 CB   

Mar. 3 M Chapter 17   

5 W Chapter 17   

7 F Chapter 22-Chemistry of the Nonmetals Chapter 17 Mar. 7, 11:59 PM 

10 M Chapter 22    

12 W Chapter 22   

14 F Chapter 23-Transition Metals & Coord ination Chemistry Chapter 22 Mar. 14, 11:59 PM 

17-21  SPRING BREAK   

24 M Chapter 23   

26 W Chapter 23   

28 F Chapter 23   

31 M Chapter 19-Chemical Thermodynamics Chapter 23 Mar. 31, 11:59 PM 

Apr. 2 W Chapter 19   

3 Th Exam #2–Chapters 16, 17, 22, 23 & CS/Lab, 8:45-10:15 PM   

4 F NO LECTURE   

7 M Chapter 19   

9 W Chapter 19   

11 F Chapter 20-Electrochemistry Chapter 19 Apr. 11, 11:59 PM 

11 F Make-Up Exam #2 – 6:30-8:00 PM, W290 CB   

14 M Chapter 20   

16 W Chapter 20   

18 F Chapter 20   

21 M Chapter 24-Organic and  Biological Chemistry Chapter 20 Apr. 21, 11:59 PM 

23 W Chapter 24   

25 F Chapter 24   

28 M Chapter 24   

30 W Chapter 24 Chapter 24 Apr. 30, 11:59 PM 

May 1 Th Exam #3 – Chapters 19, 20, 24 & CS/Lab, 8:45-10:15 PM   

2 F NO LECTURE   

5 M Chapter 18 – Chemistry of the Environment   

7 W Chapter 18   

9 F Chapter 18; Course Rev iew   Chapter 18 May 9, 11:59 PM 

9 F Make-Up Exam #3 – 6:30-8:00 PM, W290 CB   

 TBA 
Final Exam –Comprehensive: Ch. 13, 14, 16-24,  

& CS /Lab (Topics 7-12) 

 2:00PM SpeciaTopics 

  

 

 


